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In this work, transition processes and a stationary regime of a single-atom laser with
incoherent pumping under conditions of the strong-coupling and bad-cavity limit have
been studied. In the thresholdless regime, our numerical results were compared with
corresponding experimental data. The amplitude and the frequency of the relaxation
oscillations as the functions of the incoherent pumping value were also analyzed. The
pumping strength was established to have a very significant effect on the amplitude
of these oscillations and no appreciable effect on their frequency. The possibility of
the noise reduction by means of increasing of the number of atoms in the cavity was
discussed.
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ОДНОАТОМНЫЙ ЛАЗЕР, РАБОТАЮЩИЙ В РЕЖИМЕ СИЛЬНОЙ СВЯЗИ
И НИЗКОДОБРОТНОГО РЕЗОНАТОРА
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Численно исследованы эволюция и стационарный режим работы
одноатомного лазера с некогерентной накачкой в условиях сильной связи и
низкодобротного резонатора. В режиме беспороговой генерации проведено
сравнение
полученных
численных
результатов
с
соответствующими
экспериментальными. Проанализированы зависимости амплитуды и частоты
релаксационных колебаний от величины некогерентной накачки. Установлено,
что величина накачки оказывает существенное влияние на амплитуду этих
колебаний и практически не влияет на их частоту. Обсуждается возможность
уменьшения шумов лазера посредством увеличения числа атомов в резонаторе.
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Introduction
The single-atom laser is one of the fundamental models in quantum optics. It is a two-level
system with incoherent pumping, interacting
with one damped field mode [1]. This model was
considered in many studies (see [1–8] and references therein), discovering the properties of the
single-atom laser, such as the “self-quenching”
effect [1], entangled states between the atomic
and the field subsystems [2], thresholdless lasing and lasing without inversion [3, 6], multiple squeezed photon number fluctuations [4] and
sub-Poisson statistics of the photon number in
the cavity [4, 6], deviation from the Schawlow–
Townes linewidth for a conventional incoherently
pumped laser [1, 6].
Interest in this problem was stimulated, in
addition to its fundamental properties, by successful experiments in this field, began in 2003 by
Kimble’s group [9]. Experiments were conducted
not only for a single atom as the gain medium [9]
but for single ions [10] and quantum dots [11].
Single-atom lasers show promise for practical application in metrology and frequency standards [12–16], where they can be used as sources
of “non-classical” light states, and in quantum
computing, where they can serve as “qubits” in
complex quantum networks [17].
Most of the theoretical studies on the subject considered different operation modes of a
single-atom laser; however, some aspects were
not examined in sufficient detail. For example,
distributions over coherent states, based on the
approximate expression obtained for the Glauber
P function, were used to investigate the properties
of a laser in [6]. While an attempt to compare the
results of calculations for a theoretical model with
the parameters of a real experiment was made
in [10], the comparison was incomplete, lacking
data for photon statistics in the cavity. This was
because, firstly, the selected parameter values did
not fully satisfy the conditions necessary for the
approximate solution for the P function to work,
and, secondly, because the numerical solution of
the corresponding equations encounters difficulties in describing generalized functions [7].
The spectrum of amplitude fluctuations for
strong coupling and a low-finesse cavity was analyzed in [6] by linearizing the Heisenberg–Langevin equations around a semi-classical solution.
While relaxation oscillations were discovered for
this case, the results were not numerically verified; in particular, the dependence of frequency
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and amplitude of these oscillations on the pumping rate was not considered.
Notably, controlling these transient processes
is important for lasers with a high coupling efficiency β of spontaneous emission [1–20], i.e., for
a class of lasers with a large contribution of spontaneous emission to the lasing mode that includes
the single-atom laser under consideration.
Thus, our goals have been conducting numerical study of the parameters of relaxation oscillations and the statistics of photon numbers in
a single-atom laser with strong coupling and a
low-finesse cavity.
The structure of the paper is as follows. The
first section describes the model of the single-atom laser and its modes of operation, with
the governing equations used for numerical simulation formulated. Next, calculation results are
presented and discussed. Finally, conclusions are
drawn; increasing the number of emitters in the
cavity is considered as an option for reducing
noise.
Model of a single-atom laser.
Governing equation
The simplest model of a single-atom laser is
represented by a two-level system with incoherent
pumping from the lower to the upper energy level,
interacting with a single lossy cavity mode. This
model is characterized by only four parameters:
γ is the spontaneous decay rate of the excited
atom;
Γ is the incoherent pumping rate from the
lower level |a⟩ to the higher level |b⟩;
κ is the field decay rate in the cavity with a
partially reflecting mirror;
g is the coupling between the atom and the
field.
The equation for the density operator ρˆ of the
given laser has the following form:

ˆ
i
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κ
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ˆ aˆ † − aˆ † aˆ ρ
ˆ −ρ
ˆ aˆ † aˆ ) +
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=
where â, â† are the photon annihilation/creation
operators in the cavity mode; σ̂ = |a⟩⟨b|, σ̂ + =
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|b⟩⟨a| are the atomic projection operators; V̂ is
the operator of atom interaction with the cavity
mode.
The second term in Eq. (1) describes the decay
of the cavity mode, the third and the fourth terms
describe spontaneous decay of the excited state of
the atom and its incoherent pumping, respectively.
The states of the atom satisfy the completeness relation

ˆ1,
a a +b b =
where l̂ is the unity operator.
In accordance with [6], we are going to characterize our laser with the following three dimensionless parameters:
c = 4g2/κγ is the dimensionless coupling
(cooperativity parameter);
Is = γ/κ, r = Γ/γ are the dimensionless saturation intensity and pumping rate, respectively.
Let us discuss some of the laser’s operation modes in more detail. Formally, the case
Is >> 1 is called the good cavity mode, and the
case Is << 1 the bad cavity mode. The inequality
cIs >> 1 (g >> k) corresponds to the case when
the photon repeatedly interacts with the atom
during its lifetime. The same condition makes it
possible to accumulate a large number of coherent photons in the resonator at certain pumping
rates. The following inequality c >> Is (g >> γ)
represents the so-called strong coupling condition, when the coupling of an atom with the field
is stronger than with the thermostat ensuring
its spontaneous decay outside the cavity mode.
Thresholdless lasing and generation of “non-classical” light states can be observed if this condition is satisfied.
Provided that c >> 1, there is a semi-classical
solution for intracavity intensity [6]:
2
r + 1) 
(
Is 
I (=
r)
( r − 1) −
.
2 
c 

(2)

The roots of the equation I(r) = 0 determine
the semi-classical threshold of the single-atom
laser rth and the pumping rate rq for which the
laser’s self-quenching occurs:

c
1− 8 / c;
2
c
rq =
rm +
1− 8 / c,
2
rth =
rm −

where rm = c/2 – 1 is the pumping rate at which
intensity (2) takes its maximum value,

I=
( rm )

cI s
(1 − 8 / c ) .
8

Operator equation (1) can be written in different representations. For numerical formulation, it
is best rewritten in terms of occupation numbers:
aa
∂ρnm
= 2 κ ( n + 1 )( m + 1 )ρaa
n +1,m +1 −
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ρnm ( t ) is the element of the
Here ρnm =
atom-field density matrix; the subscripts run
through the photon occupation numbers
n, m = 0, 1, 2, ..., ∞; the superscripts correspond to the atomic states α, β = a, b .
System (3) is an infinite system of equations. Because of this, our numerical simulation involved analyzing the convergence of
the mean photon number ⟨n⟩ and the photon
variance
αβ

αβ

∆n 2 =

2

n2 − n ,

depending on the number of occupation numbers k taken into account in the calculation. In
other words, system of equations (3) “stopped”
at a certain k, initially chosen from the obvious condition k > [Γ/2k], with ⟨n⟩ and ⟨Δn2⟩
calculated.
The next calculation was carried out for
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larger values of k and compared with the previous result, and so on.
The mean photon number and the Mandel Q
parameter were calculated by the formulae:

a)

k

n s = ∑ n s ρ nn ,
n =0

=
Q
where

n

2

− n
n

(4)

2

− 1.

bb
ρnn = ρaa
nn + ρ nn is the field density matrix.

Calculation results and discussion
The mean photon number and the Mandel Q
parameter are plotted in Fig. 1 as functions of
the pumping rate r for two values of the coupling
constant c and several values 
of the saturation
intensity Is; the curves were obtained by numerical simulation of system (3). The points on the
curves represent the experimental data taken from
[10] and corresponding to thresholdless operation
of the single-atom laser. Since the experimental
points were plotted so as to correspond to a certain photocell efficiency, scaling was introduced:
the values along the horizontal axis were multiplied by 1.30, and the values along the vertical
axis by 7.22.
The following values of the parameters and
were found in [6] in an attempt to compare the
theoretical model with the experiment in [10].
It can be seen from the figure that such values are
 completely unsuitable for describing the
given experiment. Noise increases with increasing
pumping rate, and no characteristic minimum is
observed for the Q parameter.
In view of this, we carried out numerical analysis of the dependences ⟨n(r)⟩ and Q(r) in a wide
range of c, Is values and selected those for which
our model qualitatively describes the experiment
[10]: c = 10, Is = 0.3. The corresponding graphs
as well as graphs for other values of Is are shown
in Fig. 1. Evidently, enhancing the coupling by
decreasing the saturation parameter and switching to bad cavity mode allows to reduce the fluctuation of the photon number in the cavity and
to provide sub-Poissonian statistics of the field.
The greatest noise reduction is observed for cIs ≈
1, that is, provided that a photon interacts with
an atom only once before leaving the cavity (the
antibunching effect).
Importantly, the given experimental scenario
[10] corresponds to a small photon number in the
102

b)

Fig. 1. Experimental ([10], points)
and calculated (lines) dependences of the mean
photon number in the cavity (a) and the Mandel
Q parameter (b) on the pumping rate r
for different values of the parameters Is
(curves 1–5) and c.
c = 10.00 (1–3) and 5.75 (4, 5); Is = 0.3 (1), 0.5 (2);
1.0 (3), 1.6 (4), 3.5 (5)

cavity (cIs ≈ 1), while the approximate expression
for the P function found in [6] can only be used
provided that cIs >> 1, i.e., if a macroscopic photon number is accumulated in the mode.
Fig. 2 shows time evolution of the mean photon number in the cavity and its variance for the
case with strong coupling and bad cavity: c =
400, Is = 0.32 (where cIs >> 1). We selected several pumping rates near the classical threshold
rth ≈ 1 (see formula (2) for intracavity intensity),
and several values 
that substantially exceeded
it but did not fall into the region of the laser’s
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a)

discrepancy is most likely that linearization of the
Heisenberg–Langevin equations carried out in [6]
implies a high intracavity intensity, while the mean
photon number is small near the threshold rth.
Conclusion

b)

Fig. 2. Time evolution of the mean
number of photons in the cavity (a) and the Mandel
Q parameter (b) for different pumping rates r
with fixed values c = 400, Is = 0.2.
r = 0.5 (1); 1.01 (2); 3.0 (3); 7 (4); 30 (5); 199 (6)

“self-quenching”. The values r = 3; 199 are the
same as in [6], where they were used for analysis
of the amplitude fluctuation spectrum.
Relaxation oscillations predicted by the linear
theory [6] can be seen in Fig. 2. The oscillation
amplitude increases with increasing pumping rate
r, and the oscillations almost disappear with r
>> rth. Estimating the relaxation oscillation frequency, we can confirm that it is several times
higher than the frequency found in [6], namely,

Ωosc / 2 g = I s ( r − 1 ) / 2,
and, according to our estimate, it does not depend
so much on the pumping rate. The reason for this

We have considered the behavior of a single-atom laser with incoherent pumping, operating in the strong-coupling regime (c >> Is), with
a low-finesse cavity (Is << 1). We have found the
parameter values of the laser at which the photon
statistics in the cavity becomes sub-Poisson, which
is explained by the antibunching effect. The corresponding numerical calculations have yielded good
qualitative agreement with the experiment in [10].
We have established that the approximate
expression for the Glauber P function found in
[6] cannot be used to describe lasing in case of a
low-finesse cavity.
Additionally, we have numerically confirmed
the prediction that relaxation oscillations occur in
a single-atom laser operating in the strong-coupling regime [6]. However, applying the analytical
formula derived in [6] for the frequency of these
oscillations did not confirm the results of numerical
calculations obtained in our study. It follows from
numerical analysis of transient processes that the
frequency of relaxation oscillations depends very
little on the pumping rate r, while and the oscillation amplitude increases with increasing r.
Notably, interest has been growing in atomic
systems placed in a cavity and interacting with its
modes. Such systems include cold atomic ensembles or single atoms embedded in special matrices.
Studies on this subject (see, for example, [21, 22])
found substantial modification of the interaction
between the atoms and the field, particularly pronounced in near-field effects (dipole-dipole interaction) or if one of the surfaces (cavity wall) is
charged.
Placing several emitters prepared in a certain
entangled state in a cavity should affect the squeezing of amplitude fluctuations of the field subsystem
in such a laser and possibly improve the degree of
squeezing compared to that found for a single-atom
laser [4].
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